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Andy T. Ritchie To Appear Cast Is Chosen
On KARK-TV,MondayfebJ7 ForT~~~~~~~tPla)

Andy Ritchie and his daughter, Bettye, look over a piece of
sheet music that he will sing next Monday on KARK-TV.

Next Monday will be "just
like old times" for Andy
Ritchie when he lends his
bass baritone voice to such
songs as "Ole Man River"
and "Blind Plowman" on
"Little Rock Today" from
KARK-TV, which has been
featuring talent from Harding each week.
He will be accompanied by his
daughter Bettye, who is a senior in the Harding Academy.
First TV Appearance in 1945
"The first time I sang on television was in 1945 on an experimental station in Schenectedy,
New York, while on a campaign,"
Ritchie stated. That time I was
accompanied by Ann Richman,
now Mrs. Ed Sewell, who was
also on the campaign."
.
Ritchie began his ;musical career while attending David Lipscomb College. After college he
studied voice in Atlanta, Georgia,
while preaching there and later
at the Louisville Conservatory
during the time he was attending the University of Kentucky.
Soon afterwards he launched into
a career in radio and personal
appearances.
During his radio career he served at different times as director, announcer, and singer on
stations in Texas, Arkansas, -Tennessee, Louisiana, and Oklahoma.

Chorale Takes
Weekend Tour
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Had Own TV Show
"At one time I had three regular programs a day plus the extra appearances I usually made,"
he commented. "I guess I have
adv~rtised everything from Prize
Token Flour to Coolerator refrigerators."
A typical title for one ' of his
programs was "Songs and Stories
with Andy Ritchie" on which he
sang ballads and classics and read
poems and bits of philosophy.
Ritchie's career didn't end in
radio, but included .many concerts, programs, and tours, also.
"A few people around here can
probably still remember when I
gave concerts at Harding College
in Morrilton in 1932-33," he added. "But quite a few things have
changed since then."
In 1938 this "singer-preacher"
became director of radio programs at David Lipscomb College
in Nashville while working with
the Central Church there. In
1939 he founded and directed the
David Lipscomb Chorus.
Ritchie came to Harding in
1946 as director of the Harding
A Cappella Chorus and Bible
teacher. In 1953 he spent a year
working on his Master's degree at
Scaritt College in Nashville, returning the following year as assistant Bible Professor.

Intercollegiate Band
Meeting to Be Held
At Monticello, Feb. 15
Intercollegiate band meeting
will be held at Monticello, Ark.,
at the Arkansas A&M College,
Feb. 15. Twelve members of the
Harding band will be present
along with Mr. Eddie Baggett,
band director.
Attending will be: Claudette
DuBois, Barbara Galyan, Emile
Travis, Neva Hoofnagle, Bob
Scott, Marilyn Caldwell, Rick
Baughn; Tommy Brown, Ed Ritchie, Jim Whitfield, and · Frank
Underwood.
Guest director of the m~ting
will be Dr. Gilmoore of Southeastern Louisiana Institute, LaFayette, La. He will direct 120
students from 12 colleges in the
state.
A sight-reading class will be
taught in the morning by the
Arkansas College band director.
From 4:00-4:30 there will be a
recording session and a concert
that night.
This will be the third such
meeting attended by Jim Whitfield and Tommy Brown.

The Harding College Chorale,
under the direction of Dr. Erle
T. Moore, returned Monday night
from a weekend tour of southern
Arkansas.
Leaving the campus Saturday
afternoon the choral group made
their first appearance at the
Church of Christ in Benton, 7 :30
p.m. After spending the night
in Benton they left for Arkadelphia, arriving at 9:15 a.m. After
singing at the Church in Arkadelphia at 2:30 Sunday afternoon
they appeared at Prescott to sing
at 7:30 Sunday night.
Monday morning they sang for
the Prescott High School. They
arrived in Malvern for lunch and
performed at the Malvern High
School at 1:30 that afternoon.
Their final appearance was at
the Pulaski Heights Church of
Christ Monday night.
Their programs consisted of favorite hymns for the Church appearances and secular songs for
the school programs. Among the
list were: "I Believe In One God,"
NOTICE
"Christ the Lord is Risen," Oh
Lord, Our Lord," "We Adore
There will · be an important
Thee," "Psalm 96," "All the meeting of the Bison staff this
Things You Are," "Londorierry afternoon at 4:30. Everyone be.
Air," and "Arkansas Traveler." on time!

"Actors on stage, please. Now,
Miss Smith, move downstage
right, and let's begin with Act
I and go all the way through without scripts." Such are the
directions one might hear if he
visited a rehearsal of the second
production of the Speech Department, "An Enemy of the
People/' by Henrik lbs~n .
Four juniors have been given
the leading roles. Glen Brown. ing, education major from Bentonville, and transfer from Central Christian College, will play
Dr. Thomas Stockman. The role
of Peter Stockman, the burgomaster, will be acted by Jack
'Ryan, a speech major from Avon,
New Jersey. Pat Smith has been
cast in the role of Mrs. Stockman. She is an elementary education major from Atlanta,
Georgia, and transfer from Florida Christian College.
Petra, the daughter, will be
portrayed by Billie Krummel.
Bible is a transfer of' Joplin Junior College, Joplin, Missouri,
where she did extensive work in
drama.
The remaining roles will be
handled by Art Voyles, Springfield, Missouri, Morten Kiil;
Lloyd Gentry, Alhambra, Illinois,
Hovstad; Jim McLeod, Cotton
Plant, Billing; Tom Wofford, Alma, Captain Horster; Bill Grady,
Jacksonville, Aslaksen; A n n
Richardson, Caruthersville, Missouri, Ejlig, and Anne Seay,
Vernon, Alabama, Morten. Edna
Knore and Noami Walker have
been selected as promptresses
and understudies for the production.
The play will be presented
Saturday, February 22, at 8 p.m.

Harding Debaters
Enter Tournament
The Harding debate teams returned with honors from the MidSouth Debate Tournament, which
was held at Henderson State
Teachers College in Arkadelphia,
Friday and Saturday.
Three senior teams and one
junior team made the trip. The
senior teams were Bill Floyd and
Leon Clymore, Richard Hawkins
and Jeutonne Patten and Ron
Rea and Raleigh Wood.
Making the trip as a junior
team were Kelso Waters and
Carolyn Blake.
Floyd and Clymore won four
out of five rounds and were defeated by the University of Houston by only two points. They
now have a record of twelve
wins and four losses for this
year.
Both of the -other senior teams
won two each to qualify for the
first elimination round.
Colleges and universities from
all over the Midsouth were represented at the tournament.

Representatives Will
Be on Harding Campus
Monday, February 17, 1958,
Dr. Herbert E. Phillips of Ramey
Base Schools of Puerto Rico will
be on campus to interview students interested in teaching in
Puerto Rico next year. Dr. Phillips states that there are vacancies in the elementary grades
and a few junior high and high
~hool positions particularly
in math, science English, social
science and commercial and
physical education.
February 19, 1958, Mr. C. V.
Fleming, Recruitment Representative, of · General Telephone
Company of the Southwest, will
be here to interview prospective
employees. He is interested in
talking with accountants and
business majors.

First Christian College Student
Government Conference Begins

Bill Floyd points to Harding on the map. • Peggy Watson watches.

Nowak to Play
Tonight at 8p.m.
Lionel Nowak, distinguished
American composer-pianist, initiates the 1957-58 community
concert series tonight at 8 p.m.
in · the college auditorium.
Nowak is the first of several
artists and lecturers who will
visit the campuses of member
colleges ' in the Arkansas Foundation of Associated Colleges.
TJ:.!e concert is supported by a
grant f r o m the Rockefeller
Brothers Fund.
The pianist made his first public appearance at the age of six
and was guest soloist with the
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra
when he was 11.
After receiving BM and MM
degrees at the Cleveland Insti-

Lionel Nowak
tue of Music, Nowak continued
piano in Berlin with Edwin
Fischer and Walter Gieseking,
and stuaied theory and composition with Roger Session, Quiency
Porter, and Herbert Elwell.
Critics have been unanimous
in their praise of Nowak's compositions and of his performances. The public concert here
will include Beethoven's "Sonata
in G Major," Froberger's "Toccata in D Minor," Liszt's "Fantasia Quasi Sonata," four selections from Dubussy's "Preludes"
from Book II, and. Webern's
"Variations, Opus 27." Nowak
will be represented by his own
"Fantasia" and "Four Pages from
a Musical Diary."

By OTTIS IULBURN

- Harding's Student Association scores another first!
This is Harding's contribution to the cause 0£ promoting
greater unity and understanding between Christian colleg.e s and, of course, without the fine cooperation of the
other colleges it could not have happened. This is but another example of what energetic leadership and wholeVespers
Lectureship
hearted support of a StuAss'tance to the church
dent Association can acWelcoming activities
complish. This is "spirit and
New students (pre-reg.).
action."
25 ·Delegatees Attend
Bill Floyd, president of the
Student Association, states the
purpose of this conference as: "to
assist ea~h other in future plans,
to obtain new ideas on student
government, to develop an expanded spirit of Christian cooperation and to strengthen our
common ties." This is a worthy
purpose and the future of this
purpose is in the hands of people
whose strength of heart and dedication of Christian ideals match
that purpose.
Schools from Florida to California will be represented in this
conference with a total of twenty-five delegates attending. The
schools represented will be:
George Pepper dine College, Los
Angeles, Calif.; David Lipscomb
College, Nashville, Tenn.; Florida
Christian ·college, Tampa, Fla.:
Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Tex.; Central Christian Col1.ege, Bartlesville, Okla.; FreedHardeman College, Henderson,
Tenn.; Alabama Christian, Montgomery; and Harding College.
Lasts Until Saturday
The conference will be from
Thursday to Saturday. While the
delegates are here, Harding will
provide their rooms and meals
free. Entertainment for Friday
will include a banquet in the
Emerald Room, with the music
provided by the entire Harding
chorus under the direction of
Kenneth Davis, Jr., and later a
basketball game between FreedHardeman and Harding.
Here is the complete agenda
for the conference:
Thursday, February 18
3:00-5:00-Registration
5:00-6:00-Supper, dining hall
6 :30-7 :30-0tis Gatewood
8:00-10:00-Lyceum program
Friday, February 14
7 :00-7 :45-Breakfast
8:57-9:40---Chapel (Gatewood)
9:45-12:00-Introduction of
conference.
Discussion period:
Academic
Scholastic encouragem't.
Honor system
Christian Service
Chapel

Visitors
Social activities
Parties
Artist and lecture series
Dating problem
Social clubs
Athletics
12:00-1:00-Lunch, dining hall
1:30-3:15---Continuation of
morning discussions on social
activities.
3:15-5:00-Gov. procedures
J;>ower to discipline
Duties and powers
Organization and structure
Council rep. elections
Securing finances
6:Q0-7:30-Student Council
Banquet (Emerald Room)
8:15-10:00-Basketball game
(Hard. vs. Freed-Hardeman)

Saturday, February 15
7 :00-7 :45-Breakfast
8:57-9:40---Chapel, Gatewood
9:45-11:00-Discussion period:
School, community, administration and faculty
relationships with the student coWicil; also, integration in Christian colleges.
11:00-12:00-Summary of conf.
Plans for future meetings
and selection of host college- for next time.
12:00-1:00-Lunch, dining hall
As one can easily see, this conference will have no slack moments in it. These meetir,gs will
be held in the American Studies
auditorium and all the Harding
student body are invited to come
and observe.

Student Association
Selects Representative
The Student Association has
chosen Jerry Martin to be the
student representative on the
Lyceum Series selection committee. Martin was chosen because
of his interest and knowledge in
this field.
The job of selecting programs
which will be beneficial and enjoyable to the diversity of taste
found in the Harding community
is a difficult task.

You Can l-lelp The Chinese ChristianS • • •
Sometimes we, as college students,
neglect people in need, because we become so wrapped up in school work and
activity that we forget.
Harding tries to encourage us all to be
missionary minded, even if we don!.t plan
to enter the mission fields.
The following letter was written by a
missionary in China, who was humbled
by what he beheld in Hong Kong, China.
We sincerely hope it will strengthen your
faith in God !llld cause you to want to
lend a helping hand to Christians in
China.
Dear Friends:
"Don't ever come to Hong Kong and visit the
Christians here if you want to sleep peacefully,
or rest with an easy conscience again! I have
this day been humbled more than ever before in all my life and I have sat with tears dropping
from my eyes and watched a wor ship of our
God and our Savior while I prayed earnestly
that the sins of love for material things be forgiven me and fellow Christians in the U. S., and
especially at University Avenue.
I shall never be able to fully enjoy the luxury
in which we live because I shall have a guilty
conscience. I know now to whom the Lord was
talking when he told the rich young ruler to
sell all he had and give to the poor and come
follow Him. He wasn't talking to a young rich
Jew - He was talking to Wayne Long, and to
all the other people of like circumstances. I, too,
like the rich young ruler, feel that I am turning
my back and going away sorrowfully. I am
deeply disturbed.

2

*

Dedication to Christian Love
"Edna and I have seen today a dedication to
Christian love that surpasses all we have been '
able to imagine. Sister Elizabeth Bernard met
us at the Peninsula Hotel to take us to the pla'ce
where they worship. She was accompanied by
three of her five adopted children - two of
them could not come because they are blind and a woman.,who lives with her and helps take
care of the children.
Sister Bernard must be about 65 years of
age. She was in China with Bro. Benson and
a Bro. Davis, and she is the only remaining link
between the church here and the U.S. We rode
the bus down through the fairly modern part
of Kowloon to the "worse than · slums." There
we walked along mud, filth, squalor that you
wouldn't believe to a place children - 35 of
them - were crowded into a place half the
size of your garage, singing and studying the
Bible. A pretty Chinese girl, about 20-25 years
of age, was teaching these 6-8 year olds the
story of David and Goliath - and teaching them
to sing the same songs that we sing - and to
worship the same Savior that we worship.
Are We Sincere?
"Never before have I really questioned the
sincerity of our .worship, or the acceptability of
our praise of God; but now I'm not sure that
we really and actually understand God's love-and I don't know if we are close enough to Him.
Maybe our wealth and our luxury have separated
us from Him, and have blinded us to our responsibilities.
I'm afraid that I am going to be held accountable in the judgment for having loved the things

of this life too much. • Sincerely before my God,
I am very deeply disturbed, and I am not alone.
I .realize that I am somewhat over-emotional in
my make-up, but Edna is not; and she has reacted in the same· way, so I am sure that my
feelings are not all emotion. We have a responsibility to do more with our worldly goods
than we are doing. If every member of the
University Avenue congregation could come
through here, the contributions there would
triple. I have felt for a long time that we were
too selfish.
Conditions Are Horrible
"But to go on with the description of our visit
and our worship. A young Chinese man came
for us and we walked through filth, mud, water
and poverty that none of you has ·ever seen,
unless you have been here, to three other classes
ranging up to about 14-15 years of age. In all
there must have been about 150 children and
20-30 adults. Sister Bernard says there are a
few more than 100 Christians, she thinks, worshipping here.
.
It is useless to try to tell you the conditions
because I can't describe it, and you wouldn't believe it if I could. I never expected to see anything like it, so I never had the flash attachment
for my camera. And it would have required 100
pictures to show a beginning - and that would
not have shown the smells and sights of pure
filth, a filth that they cannot avoid because
there are countless thousands crowded into
spaces where hundreds would do well to survive;
most of them refugees from Communist China.
If they were Communist, they would go back.
It is remarkable that anyone would live in such

places. Recent floods had washed sewage, mud,
and other filth into the rooms, but it had been
cleaned out, the tile floor mopped, and Bible
study was being held. The water had been about
4 feet deep in the area.
Help With BuHding
"Hundreds of people pass the door, all the
noises and distractions that could possibly be
made were there, but still worship went on in
the same way as does ours at Austin. The
young man who teaches ·and preaches maintains
himself by operating a school, and pays rent
for the rooms so there will be a place of worship.
Now the government is threatening to clear out
the slums and he is going to have to move. It
will cost about $60 U. S. for a month's rent.
"The Hong Kong government will give land,
and lend money for 1h the building costs, to any
religious group of 100 people or more. If I
were in the U. S., I would go about .begging
congregations for $25,000 to put up a decent
building here, and would beg some preacher to
come here to help and to direct the work.
Our congregation thinks it is burdened, but
again I say if they could see these people, the
contributions would at least triple. Can we do
something about it? I am very seriously considering placing all my contribution here, and
in Bangkok, and in doubling it.
I am very concerned. If you ever wanted to
do foreign mission work, this place is crying as
did the people in Macedonia. I will write more
when I am less disturbed.
"Yours in Christian love,
(Signed)
"Wayne and Edna Long"
Copied with permission.
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'Symphony Performance
Was Among Best, Says
Musicologist Whittle ,
By Canard

DOWN
Intrinsically inebriated
with inconsequential inanities
maniacal mannerisms
methodical metaphors
Deafeningly deteriorated
by dubious dialectics
explosive expletives
exanimate excursuses
Incoherently
I drone
I drop
I drown
-Silvey
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Letter Number Two.
The decorum of a Harding audience was at
its best at the New Orleans Symphony concert,
Friday evening. Note must be taken. There was
a . larger audience at this evening of "high
class" music than there. was two years ago for
the Dr. Polgar "medicine show."
Petty conversed with seTeral members of the
orchestra after the concert. They commented
favorably about the excellent attendance and
warm reception given them by the Harding
audience.
Mr. Bill Whittle, Harding's student Musicologist, had this to say concerning the concert,
"Although, perhaps lacking the finesse of a
Philadelphia or Boston Orchestra the New Orleans Symphony can definitely be ranked as
one of America's major symphonies."
The concert was not brilliant. It was rather
mornyed brilliant. In spots it was exciting. Some
spine tingling climaxes grasped the audience
under the efficient conducting of Mr. "Brourman,
who kept sufficient control of the orchestra.
Needless dramatic flamboyancy was pleasantly
absent in Brourman's conducting. A warm reception was given the conductor on his first
appearance. After the concert the ovation was
, enthusiastic. It was well earned. The strings
were the outstanding feature. Also the flute
was good. In the Mendelssohn scherzo, as noted
and commended by Mr. Whittle, the ·flute
achieved a quality of "silk." The flutist did so
well that his fellow members rewarded him with
their "bravoes."
The orchestra enjoyed playing. They particularly sensed enjoyment and found most challenging the playing of Elgar "Enikma" Variations. Again Mr. Whittle said, "The selections
in general were appealing for · the ~arding
audience; although somewhat heavily laden with
"romantic syrup."
Harding's Lyceum Series this year is outstanding. Probably, it is up to par with most
universities. Lyceum committee, consider yourself commended.
Petty extends his congratulations to Mr. Jim
Atteberry who is going to the University of
Texas next year. He will be missed but, when
he returns, he will be even more interesting
and stimulating than fortunate students find
· him now. Several speeches Mr. Atteberry delivered in chapel are remembered from las(
year, and the year before.
The Student Council is having some trouble.
Not really trouble, but more of a matter of selection; the selection of a director for the Student Council sponsored Spring Footlights. (It is
hoped by Petty that a more imaginative title
can be found for the p~oduction.) Miss Helen
Hendrix is the logical choice for the time and
talent consuming task of director. The production, if given to Miss Hendrix, will be smooth
and polished. She knows how to direct. This
would and could be the crown to top her king
of fine productions.
Today we have visitors on the campus. The
event that brings them to Harding is the first
of what is anticipated to be an annual event;
the meeting of the officers of the student governments of the Christian colleges. The meeting is the product again, of some of the hard
work being put forth by Bill Floyd. Welcome
these students from s' ter colleges and make
them feel at home . .
The Sight of the Week is two manhole covers
waiting to find a manhole to cover. They are
rather like college seniors with their diplomas

By Don Humphrey

There is a type of preaching called "life-situation preaching." This means the preacher
chooses bis sermon according to what he thinks
the spiritual needs of the congregation happen
to be.
That is what I intend to do in this article, although it will be a "life-situation writing." For
four years I have been at this school in the occupation of what some might refer to as "a
student" and for some time I have written this
column.
During that time I have tried not to · say anything that I considered unnecessary: Lately I
have noticed that two things need to be mentioned and criticized.
Why Clap for Spiritual Talks
A story is told that a few years ago, a foreign
student came to America to attend Harding
College, and when he reached America some
friends took him to church one Sunday. After
services he was asked how he liked the ser..Jices:
"I get it, is is something like a CIRCUS!"
Now, we could probably talk all day and half
the night about proper conduct in church services, but I would especially like to call your
attention to the fact that you don't have to be
in a church building in order to worship. You
can worship God anywhere.
It appears to have become a set procedure
to applaud everytime someone speaks in chapel.
That should not necessarily be true. It is
appalling that it is not more widely known than
what it is. Why must someone clap when an
inspiring religious talk ·is made? One person
sparks the rest and those who sit around him
continue it.
If there is anything that is as out of place as
the proverbial bull in a china store, it is clapping at such an occasion. No one would dare
clap after a sermon at church. Why should
they here ? The situation is essentially the
same, except at church they are in a "church
building" and chapel happens to be in a school
auditorium. Clapping is absolutely out of place
in both instances.
We would consider it foolish to clap at a
concert before the symphony finished their selection. But it is no more foolish to do that
than it is to clap after a sermon. Just because
the speech is given in chapel and an invitation
song isn't sung doesn't stop it from being a
religious sermon.
When we clap, we eliminate some of the
spiritual emphasis and reduce the sermon to
the commonplace standing of a speech on democracy or on the diplomatic problem of recognizing Red China or their admission into the
U. N.
I hope you will think about this, and then do
something about it yourself. Try not to clap
and remind those near,, in a friendly and Chris. tian manner, not to clap.
Lost Umbrellas
Recently there has been a plague of lost
umbrellas. When it rains you hear people talking about losing an umbrella.
.I was in front of one of the dormitories on a
rainy night when a boy said to someone close
by that the umbrella he had was the one that
he couldn't find. It was. The people who borrowed it said they had intended to take it right
back.
When I first came to Harding and before, I
often heard people talking about the fact that
and knowledge attempting to cap great potential. There are many males and very few Men.
And with this the second Letter is closed.
Signed,
Mr. Petty.

one could leave books and things lying around
for days and they would stay in the same place
he left them. Harding hasn't changed but the
people have. There was a fine Christian atmosphere here then. I believe we don't have it now.
and won't have it until such practices are stopped. It is wrong to do things like that.
It is stealing to take someone's umbrella
without permission. The only difference in the
case already mentioned and · others is that the
person who took the umbrella said he intended
to take it back and, in the cases of other lost
umbrellas, they never say it.' It is stealing, if
you take it without the owner's permission. Remember the story of Ananias and Sapphira!
I realize that those taking the umbrellas may
never read this, but you and I might be able
to have some influence on them. Let's see if
we can do something a bout it. _

?
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QUESTION
OF THE
WEEK
By Sharon Pippen

?

•

Advertisements contribute to the success of
any newspaper. That is especially true of the
Bison. However, no publication likes to print
advertisements which the advertiser cannot
benefit from.
In order to layout better and more noticeable
ads, we have decided to ask the students what
type ad attracts their eye the most.
The question of the week is "What advertisement do you notice most in the Bison? Why?
Shirley Sisco - "Esso - because my brother
works for the Esso Company."
Jim Citty - "I always remember the .three
"R's" which stand for the Roberson's Rendezvous
Restaurant. What good food!!!!"
Loretta Holton - "KWCB- it always reminds m e of the good music and the announcer."
Richard Riley - "Conoco Service Station because I work there."
Laquana Downs - "Family Shoe Store, it had
a picture of a shoe this week."
June Cravens - "The Laundry reaches across
the bottom of the page."
Kathy Payne - "Central Barber Shop -when
I look at all the new hair-cuts I wonder where
they come from."
Al Couch - "I notice them all because I sell
them and they support our paper."
Barbara Greene - "Roberson's Rendezvous
because it reminds me of those 'good lemon ice
box piei>."
Jeanne Knowles - "The Bakery ad - because ,..
I love to eat."
Anne Vance - "I can't thiajr of any at the present time but the Coke ad."
Mozelle Telchik - "Those Coke ads hit me in
the face and stay with me."
Sammy Brooks - "Lovely flowers and lovely
girls go together in which I noticed Patsy Ellis'
picture in the Green Barn ad."
Benny Barber - "Searcy Bank - reminds
me of all the money I want and need in life."
Catherine Strother - "White County Motor
Company - because I need a car."
Sandy Landreth - "Pictures in an ad attract
my eyes and the Family Shoe Store got it this
week."
Yvonne Roberson - "The Searcy Bank because it is not all crowded up. It is spaced
so nice."
Mary Beth Birkhead - "Family Shoe Store, because I just love shoes."
Jay Byerle - "The Coke ad - because it is
so simple."
.
Marcia Moore - "The Rendezvous - because
of the size and spacing."
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Crews, George Massey; Patsy Parker, Clarence Pearce; Retta Icenliower, Rip Van Winkle; Ann
Vance, Sam Kitching; Ann Kirk,
Ed Ritchie; Merle Coffman, Har1ld Valentine; Pat Gay, Geralc
:::asey; Pat McKay, Tom Yoakum.
Shirley Cox, Frank Alexander;
;arolyn Pogue, Dean Priest; Sal'i.e Turner, Wimpy Wright; Judy
Watson, Jim Martin; Harriet Mc- ·
Clellan, Jim Borden; Betty Clark,
Harold Vanderpool; Kerry Arnett,
',;urry Peacock; Ginny Organ, Al'en Armstrong; Libby and Ken
Perrin; Glenda and Gary Coving~on; and Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Simmons.

Beta Tau Gamma
The Beta Tau Gamma social
club mixed a little business with
plenty of pleasure Monday evening, Feb. 3, at the home of the
club sponsor, Irene Johnson.
The Beta Tau's enjoyed the
"semester party" and after the
fun, held a short business meeting in which plans for the coming functions were brought up.
To finish the evening, the girls
enjoyed refreshments of "flapper's delight" and hot chocolate.
Those attending were: Miss
Johnson, Kay Wilson, Fay Conley, Norma Powell, Joan Berry,
Irene Keckley, Margie -Kinsolving, Dot Anderson, Ann Howell,
Lynn Merrick, Neva Hoofnagle,
V.era Hines, Kay Alley, Myra
Dasher, Marilyn Caudle, Nelda
Walter, and Kathy O'Connor.

You' re invited to visit
our store and shop
Office and Bookkee~ing Supplies

Job Printing
"Everything but two-headed
thumb tacks"

COMMERCIAL PRINTING COMPANY
219 W. Market Ave.
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President's Fall Semester Report··
Student Council Accomplishments

"

Ome.ga Phis Visit the 'County Fair'
On February 6 the Omega Phi
social club and their dates attended the "County Fair" in the
Blue Room at the Rendezvous.
The girls were dressed in the long
dresses of the nineteenth century
and the boys dressed in jeans
and sport shirts.
The decorations were a large
carousel in the center of the
room, small carousels centering
each table, crepe paper streamers, balloons, cotton candy, and
regular fair displays. In the background fair music played.
.
The entertainment of the evening consisted of a pie-eating
contest won by Harold Vanderpool; the finite band playing "Oh,
Susannah" on combs, spoons,
bottles, and lids; Clarence Pearce
and George Massey playing and
singing old ballads, Ginny Organ
and Kerry . Arnett" pantomiming
"Temptation."
Also, Judy Watson sang "September Song,'' a trio of Delia
Beth Stephenson, Judy Watson,
and Patsy Parker sang "Sugartime," and Ruth Simmons played
"Anytime" and "Side by Side"
on the piano. Wimpy Wright was
awarded a blue ribbon for his
canned okra. Mr. Russ Simmons
acted as barker. Harold Valentine led the group in a community singing to end an enjoyable
evening.
Those attending were: Betty
Baker, Otis Hilburn; Ruth Simmons, Bobby Glover; Delia Beth
Stephenson, Bill Stafford; Linda

FEBRUARY 18, 1958

Ulrey, For.mby Nominated
For Presiden·t of 1958 Alumni

1. Assisted the participants of the summer workshop for
Bible school teachers.
2. Secured typewriter for Student Association office.
3. Directed traffic at the opening of school.
4. Reception for new teachers (homemade ice cream),
Saturday, Sept. 7, 1957.
5. Marshmallow and punch party for new students in
Arkansas, Monday, Sept. 9, 1957.
•
6. Information Booth (Basketball schedules, in!o., post
cards, special tags) ,
7. Get-acquainted system - each upperclassman assizned
one Freshman.
8. Improved opening chapel programs.
9. Included worship on agenda for first assemblies before
registration.
10. All-school watermelon party (Park, Saturday, Sept.
14. 1957).
11. Assisted in Alumni Reception for Freshmen( Thursday, Sept. 12, 1957).
12. Met students at train and bus; carried luggage at
first of school.
13. Hymn sings.
14. Served punch to faculty and workers as they worked
Dr. Formby and Evan Ulrey look at a map locating alumni of
in regisration lines (Sept. 12, 1957).
·
Harding College.
15. Display of Harding College first week of school in
Evan Uh'.ey, head of the Har- •
*
Student Center.
ding speech department, and
16. Gave out refrigerator jars to married students and
they
have
three
girls,
Margaret
Adrian Formby, doctor at Hawkfaculty members.
Nell,
seven,
Mary
Rachel,
five,
ins Clinic, have been nominated
17. All-Student body meeting. Musical entertainment;
to succeed Dr. Joe Pryor as presi- and Leah, two.
opened
nomination for upperclassmen officers; explained purFormby was chosen by the
dent of the Alumni Association.
poses of Student Association; open forum·.
nominating committee of the
18. Saturday night movies started.
Ulrey Nominated by Write-in
Alumni Association.
19. In charge of first worship service in Sunday morning
Dr. Ulrey was nominated by
Results of the election will be
Bible study.
write-in vote of the Alumni. He announced at the annual Harding
20. Sponsored upperclassmen and freshmen electiom.
graduated from Harding in 1946, Homecoming Day. The president
21. Cabinet selected and set to work.
with majors in English, Bible, will serve a two year term. In22. Started evening vesper services this year in boys
and speech. While here, he was cluded among his duties will be
dorms.
president of Sub-T social club, making arrangements for home23. Advertised intercollegiate ball games in town of
junior class president, and presi- coming and establishing new
Searcy.
dent of Campus Players.
alumni chapters.
24 .. Sold Intercollegiate and Academy ball game tickets
Ulrey completed work on his
Nominated for vice-president
to entire town of Searcy. ·
Master's degree in 1948 and Ph.D. by the nominating committee are
25. Initiated plan for any student to be able to epeak in
in 1955 at Louisiana State Uni- Virgil Bentley, Glen Boyd, .and
chapel.
·
versity. He is a member of Pi Wyatt Sawyer. Jimmy Allen
26. Nominated "Who's Who."
Kappa Delta debate fraternity, and Norman Hughes have been
27. Regular office hours of the president of the student
Alpha Psi Omega dramatics so- nominated by the alumni.
council.
ciety, Alpha Epsilon Rho radio
28. Started All-Student vespers (Thursdays. 6:10 p.m.).
fraternity, the Speech Association_
G.A.T.A.
29. P. A. system on top of Ad. Bldg. approved (purpose:
of Ame:i:ica, the Southern Speech
giving parking directions, hymns as a call to vespers, etc.
Association of America, and is
The regular business meeting
30. Set up talent bureau to aid civic clubs, social clubs,
past president of the Arkansas was held Monday at 11:45 in the
Speech Association.
Empire Room. GATA's have de- , TV series, etc.
31. All-school Halloween party.
He preaches regularly, but is cided that if they- are together
32. Advertised intramural football games.
between appointments at the more they will become better
33. Sponsored half-time activities at intramural football
present time. His wife is the friends. More get-togethers, pargames (pledge march).
former Betty Thornton, who ties, just having fun in general
34. Play by play announcement of intramural football
graduated from Harding in 1952. is to be the motto for spring
games.
They have two daughters, Ann, semester.
35. Cheerleaders for intramural football teams.
who is three and Bonnie Beth,
36.· Cheerleaders for intercollegiate basketball team.
one.
Tri Sigma Delta
37. Organized the pep club.
Formby Chosen by Committee
The Tri Sigs met the Koinonias
38. Flag raised arid lowered properly.
Dr. Formby attended Harding
last Monday for their first game
39. Sold "Gospel Light" subscriptions at half price and
for three years, but received his
in the club basketball tournalectureship books on discount. Gave away free copies of
B.S. and M.D. degrees from the
ment.
"Gospel Light."
University of Arkansas Medical
Monday night the members
40. Chapel program regarding sportsmanship.
School in 1950. He is married
met at the home of Conway Sex41. Cooperated with College Congregation in giving a
to the former Mary McCullough,
son to prepare decorations for
"grocery pounding" for two missionary families as a thanks
who also attended Harding and
their forthcoming banquet.
offering.
Members melted and dripped
42. Assisted in chapel prOil"am to promote lectureship
wax over coke bottles and later
attendance.
were served refreshments.
43. Ushered at lectureship; worked as i\lides ~ and at
T,he theme for the banquet
registration desk.
which will be next Saturday
44. Organization of social clubs at Christmas; assigned
night, is "Dixie-Land." R. E. Pineedy family to each group; presents given to these families.
tre will be the Master of Cere45. "Name the Student Association man (trademark)
monies.
contest" in Bison.
46. Gifts taken to the County Farm at Christmas.
47. Planned for transportation for all students to outof-town basketball games.
48. Plan devised for sick in infimary and hospital to be
supplied class notes.
"Let us serve"
49. Sponsored talent for regular programs to be given
to children at the convalescent home in Jacksonville.
Your parties, banquets
50. Harding College identification cards for all students.
SEATING 310 PERSONS
51. First All-Christian-College Conference.

• • • • • •
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Ivy League
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TWO GOOD DRUGSTORES

IDEAL SHOP

Headlee Walgreen

IvyfWhy, Coke is the-lllOlt

correct beverage you can poasibl7
order on campus. Just look around 7ou.
What are the college social leadera
1oing for? Coca-Cola! So take a leaf
out. of their Iv League book and do tU

eamet~~1 .~ good taste _of ~CQkel

WELCOME
Harding College Faculty and Students
Make Headlee's Your Downtown Home.
Drugs - Gilts - Lunches - Fountain - Service
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Arrangements

Gifts

Noveltie!

North Spring

For Wedding Consultant Service

Special Discounts on Banquet Orders
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COCA-COLA BOTILING CO. OF ·ARKANSAS
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Bob Anderson Gives
Life to Help The Deaf

By Peachy Hightower

Academy News

sponsors. Mrs. Pitner housed the
girls and Mr. Baggett, the boys.
In the early morning the boys
made their way sleepily over to
Mrs. Pitner's for the pancake fry.
Twenty-five seniors ate and enjoyed the breakfast prepared and
served by Ronnie Kersh, Pat
Neal, Emerson Hall, Bill Hall, Pat
Street, and Pete Williams.

The writer took a vacation in
Plans for the annual. spring
the form of a chorus trip last tour of the Harding Academy A
weekend and through all the ex- Cappella chorus are almost comcitement, her column slipped her plete. The trip will take the
mind! Please forgive her.
· group through northern ArkanCritics can really tear other sas, Oklahoma, Texas, and Louipeople up, and when it comes siana. With half-eaten breakBy Bennie Porter
their turn, they can really foul fasts -and· half-opened eyes, the
Since 1949 when Sam Roach, *
• things up! Yours truly forgot chorus will be assembling each
*
* *
along with _a few others, organhow to pronounce the word, ir- Tuesday, Wednesday and SaturPlay Selected
Works on M.A.
ized the Dactylology Club (or
revocable, in last Thursday's pre- day mornings at 7 :30 for an
Sign Language Club, if you pre•'Our Hearts Were Young and
He inter rupted his studies for formanee of "World Without hour's rehearsal. The date planfer) considerable interest has the M.A. degree in Jwie 19~5, Men." She suspects that the ned for departure is March 8.
Gay" is the play that was chosen
been shown by students in learn,- after his marriage to Cora Payne, audience heard the prompter proNew Officers Elected
to be presented by Harding
ing the sign laµguaie for the and returned to his home in Chi- nouncing it for her! The writer
Newly elected officers of two Academy as their senior play. Recago where he worked with the had worked on the word, but all girls' social clubs are S.T.A.R.'s hearsals have already begun with
Cornell Avenue church until lie in vain. There was still no ex- - Elaine Pierce, pres.; Mary Lea the tentative play cast as folreturned to Harding last Septem- cuse for it, and it caused a flaw Northcut, vice-pres.; and Annette lows: Seward, Jere Yates; Mrs.
ber to finish his graduate degree. in the play.
Davis, Sec.-treas. Sub-Deb's Skinner, Naita Jean Berryhill;
Since .that time he has continued
The other members of the cast Pat Street, pres.; Margaret Bell, Cornelia Skinner, Mary Lea
his work with the deaf in Little were Carolyn Davis, Carolyn vice-pres.; Carolyn Houser, sec.; Northcut.
Rock.
Combs, Rachel Hawkins, Kaye Myra Cope, treasurer.; and .Blen·
Emily Kimbrough, Nicky DixBob hopes to complete work Prysock, Donna Wise, Ann Seay; da Roberts, Deb-at-arms.
on; Parser, Bob Cope; Stewardfor the M.A. degree in Bible this and the play was directed by
Beta Club Adds Members
ess, Mary Bales; Dick Winters,
semester, after which he plans Helen Hendrix. Because the writFifteen new members were Sid Tate; Admiral, James Hall.
to go to Indianapolis and work er was in the play, she feels that added to Harding . Academy's Harriet St. John, Jacquire Hathwith the deaf congregation there. she could not justly criticize it. chapter of the Beta Club. This cock; Winifred Blaugh, Nellie
Campus Players Initiate
Like most of us, his plans for the
organization is an honorary Habelwood; Leo McEvay, Bill
Campus ' Players proudly an- scholastic club, and to obtain Williams; Inspector, Linda Simp·
future are uncertain. However,
he would like to return to Chi- nounces that twenty-five people membership the student must son; Therese, Annette Davis; Macago sometime and help start a were initiated Monday night, maintain a 90 average for two dame Elise, Pat Neal; Monsieur
congregation there for the deaf. February 10, into the organiza- consecutive six-weeks' periods.
De La Croix, Don Berryhill.
He thinks, perhaps, he might tion. The informal initiation was
After Timmy Rhodes, pres.,
Dates for academy banquets
also like to teach in one of the held on February 3 in the large made introductory remarks BetChristian Colleges eventually. auditorium. One thing about the tye Ritchie, se<:., presented pins are: K-9, February 17; S.T.A.R.,
Cora, his wife, wonders how he program that the apprentices and certificates of membership to February 22; K.A.T., February 24;
Viking, February 25; ZKT, March
will be able to do all he plans and gave to the Campus Players the following: John Underwood,
still raise the large family he it was different! Some did ex- Ben Harding, Bill Cannon, Joe 1; and Sub-Deb, March 22.
wants.
hibit promisittg talent. ~
Spaulding, Lanny Casey, Jere
Executive ability is the art of
"Christian Education of the . The formal initiation was a Yates, Max Hager, Mary Lea
Bob Anderson
Deaf" is the subject of Bob's candle-light ceremony which was Northcut, Mary Bales, Betty Ely, getting · the credit for all the
hard work that somebody else
purpose of teaching the gospel thesis 1for his master's degree. He very impressive. Afterwards, the
to the deaf. From a small num- hopes to put into practice some new Campus Players were served Rosemary Speak, Linda Risinger, does.
ber in the beginning the club of the ideas and methods he has a huge, lucious ham glazed with Dee Vonne Clark, Annette Davis,
and Linda Simpson.
ACCOUNTANT TO FELLOW
has grown until it presently· has discovered in doing research.
pineapples and cherries, potato
All School Outing Planned
WORKER: "For a minute this
more than seventy members.
Members of the Dactylology salad, individual pear salads,
Don Berryhill, pres. of the Citi- deficit had me worried . . . I
Cfob who have worked with Bob french bread, and punch. For
Helped Sign Language Class
Credit for the growth and in- at Little Rock have found him to dessert, date nut cake topped zenship Club, Timmy Rhodes, forgot I was workine for the
vice-pres.; and Betty Ritchie, government."
terest in the club may-be attrib- be a source of inspiration and with whipped cream was served.
sec.; and members are making
have
come
to
respect
him
a
The
scene
for
the
event
was
uted, at least partially, to graduate student Robert H. "Bob" great deal because o his dili- the Green Room which was plans for the foods and recreation for the all-school outing
Anderson. He became the first gent and patient work with that decorated for the. occasion. After
everyone had eaten sufficiently which will be held April 5. This
member of the Dactylology Club group of people.
and loosened belts to a comfor- club has also been responsible
after its organization in 1949 and
table notch, Helen Hendrix, the for keeping the snack bar runwas active in the club until his
president, called a meeting to ning smoothly.
graduation in 1953.
Pancakes for All
bring
up some new business.
;rn addition to his participation
"Pancakes, anyone?" was a
R. E. Pitree was elected vicein the activities of the sign lanpresident. The writer feels that familiar cry heard at the senior
guage club as an undergradate,
all
of the Campus Players will breakfast on Monday, Feb. 3. The
Bob was a member of the Lambgo along with her in saying that preceding night had been ·s~nt
da Sigma social club; chorus; a
the Wileys cannot be beat! They in slumber parties given by the
Mansion
representative to the student asgive time, energy, patience, and
sociation; vice-president of his
greatest of all, loyalty to the or- . ne Hockett, Grace Knore, Billie
sophomore class and president
ganization. Their encouragement Krummel, Barbara Melton, Lynn
of his junior and senior classes.
and advice is what makes succes- Merrick, Jenny ·Michalover, John
He was also elected class favorite
ses' such as Monday night's ini- Milton, Montean Nolan, Jeutonne
during his junior and senior years
tiation.
Patten, Kaye Prysock, Ann Richand to Who's Who in American
New Members
ardson, Larry Robinson, Anne
Colleges and Universities.
The new members of Campus Seay, Laura Smith, Pat Smith,
Preached for Deaf
Players are: Glen Browning .Ed Snow, Naomi Walker, PhobShortly after becoming a memCarolyn Davis; Lloyd Gen1j.t'y, Bill be Welch, Donna Wise, and Diber of the sign language club,
Grady, Aug'Ustine Hendrix, Jean- ana Woodie.
Bob began going to Little Rock

•

•

For Repair or
Expansion
A Hut or

SEE

regularly with Sam Roach and
working with the deaf at the
Central congregation. He preached his first sermon to the deaf
in 1950. He says his interest in
working with deaf was aroused Bob preaches to the deaf in
because "my brother is deaf and Little Rock.
I'm acquainted with the need for
more workers with that group
of people. The church has done
Welcome to ·
little for them while the denominational groups have been doing
much."
Bob continued going to Little
Rock each Sunday to teach a
class and he preached occasionally until his graduation. After
graduating with a B.A. degree in
•.. where you get
Bible and Religion, he decided to
return for his M.A. degree. While
good service.
doing work for his M.A . degree
103 West Market
from 1953. to 1955, Bob preached
regularly for t
deaf congregation at Little Rock.

Bradley's
Barber Shop

r--------·-·r
iWeibel Transferj
I &Storage I

·.', .

906 E. RACE

I1

THE SOUTHERN
GRILL
Dinners, Short Orders,
and &ll kinds of
Sandwiches.

f Phone 289 or ~11
,Open 'til 11 :OO p.m.
i Local and Long Distant 1 (Formerly Al & Dean's)
i
1

SOUTHERLAND

Tires - Batteries - Anti-Freeze
Complete Car Servicing

SUPER CONOCO SERVICE STATION

REPAIRING

Come in for free estimation on any watch or
jewelry repair job. All work guaranteed. Quick
service. Try our store for that gift for any member
of the family. All gifts wrapped, or wrapped for
mailing free.
Watches Diamonds Sterling China Crystal

PARRISH JEWELRY
Court Square

Searcy, Arkansas

Miss Annie May Alston and
Mrs. Frances Murdock, librians,
attended the annual midwinter
meeting of the American Library
Association held in ' the Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago, Illinois. The meeting lasted from
January 27-31.
One of the feature attractions
of the meet ing was the emphasis
given to the promotion of National Library Week which will
be observed this year on March
16-22. With the theme, ' 'Wake
Up and Read!", Library Week
will unite the efforts af all persons and groups concerned with
a better read, better informed
America.
"The program most helpful to
college librarians was that one
which consisted of a panel diccussion by a librarian, a book
publisher and a book jobber on
the acquisition of books for the
college library," stated Miss Als-

I f I \

Start Todayl

"The !tore that sells for cash and aells for less."

Platform Rockers $H.95

Twin Bed1 $6.95-$12.95

3for 49c

a sou

Each year during this meeting,
reports of committees are heard,
plans which effect the entire
library association are presented,
and programs for each section of
the association are presented.
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We Welcome
Harding Students
and Appreciate
Your Business.
218 w. Arc:h

T
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Latex B~ue
Oil Flat
Gloss Enamel
Semi-Gloss '
Blister Resistant
House Paint

I

WilCo LAUNDRETTE

Pho!1e 339

3-Piece Bedroom Suite- Factory Close out $59.95

Route 67 East at the Y

Phone 211

ALLEN'S
QUALITY BAKERY

For the best in music, news and sports

HERE'S THE KEY .
Keep Tuned To

KW CB
1300 on your radio dial

We welcome Harding
College Students and
faculty. Our business is
-to serve you with top
quality cookies, decorated cakes and bakery
products.

113 E. Center Ave.
Phone 353
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PRESCRIPTIONS

HAILE FURNITURE COMPANY

-

COLORS

Stotts Drug Store
Phone 33

Gei

ton.

Washing - Lubrication - Battery Charging
Pick-Up and Delivery Service
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
E. Race and Blakeney
Phone 921

103 W. Arch

A
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perso:

Spectro-matic

WALTER E. DAWSON

+. -·-·-·-·-·-·-·..;:_--·-·+
WATCH

Lumber Co.

librarians Attend

.. .
GARNER-Mc:KENNEY
SUPPLY COMPANY
22 I W. Market

One Man's Opinion·

the downhearted and his easy
grin and quick sense of humor
can remove the tenseness from
a crucially close game.

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

G

Cecil can put the right name
" on more of Harding's male population than anyone on the campus. It would a~pear that he
' Fouls came in flocks last Monday night when a bigBy Leon Sizemore
A soft word accomplishes tolerate no rhubards and settles knows everyone.
ger and taller Beebe quintet rolled into town, to edge the
much when used by the right most of them before they start.
In warming up for the White "never say die" Hardin~ Bisons in two overtimes, 77-67.
Aft er becoming accustomed to
At 29, Cecil possesses a burr
person.
County Basketball Tournament,
his
typically
southern
manner
Six of the Herd left the varnished floor via the rout e
head of prematurely gray hair
Genial Cecil Beck, Harding's which he laughingly attributes and speech, it came as a shock the Academy Wildcats won over
of personal fouls as the team as a whole committeed 35 of
Heber
Springs,
Kensett
and
West
youthful intramural director to
to the characters which he must to discover that Beck hails from
them. Beebe wasn't spotless
the casual observer of a ball- associate with in the program. the distant hills of Pennsylvania. Point.
either .with a total of 22 win with four men as ten, and
game would appear to be one of A carefully guarded secret is the Yet, the 1950 Petit Jean lists his
The Wildcats lost their sixth misdeeds. Harding was so never let up even when defeat
the boys out enjoying the sun- fact that pictures taken during home town· as Cherry Tree, Pennstraight to Bald Knob by a score hard hit that they finished seemed imminent.
shine. His chirping line of chat- his undergraduate days at Hard- sylvania.
of
58-52, at Bald Knob, January
ter and dry sense of humor are ing reveal a pretty head of long
the contest with the ser· Player
Points Fouls
21.
a source of amusement to many. curly locks.
Beck received his BA in physivices of only four squadmen, Massey ....... .. ..... ..... ..... 20
5
Yet, no one has dared challenge
1950
from
Harcal
education
in
The Academy trailed only two and they being the shortest. Citty ................. ......... .. 4
Beck often works far into the
5
his authority, though to the night carefully selecting evenl;y ding, along wit h such luminaries points at half-time as the score
Boler
...
..
....
.........
......
....
19
4
knowledge of this observer, he matched teams from students of as band director, Eddie Baggett, board read 26-24, but they
Bisons Take Early Lead
Stone ........... ............. .... 4
4
has never lost his temper nor known capabilities and transfers and Coach Hugh Groover. With couldn't stay up with Bald Knob.
A fast beginning characterized Smith ..... ..... ..... .. .. ......... 6
0
raised his voice above a con- and freshmen of whom he knows no further. training, Southwestern
Walmsley led the winners with the Bisons early in the game as Camp ......... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. 2
2
Christian College at Terrell, Tex., 19 points and Bill Smith had 16
versational tone.
little or nothing.
they jumped to a quick 16-9 Wood ............................ 0
5
The job of directing game acfor the Wildcats. Robert Kissire lead in the first ten minutes, Norwood ...... ~.. .. ..... .... . . 0
At present, 22 teams are play- put him to work as a teacher.
2
tivities for a group of eager col- ing intramural basketball with
5
During his stay in Texas, Cecil and Timmy Rhodes each had 12 however the more elevated bas- Casey ...... ... ....... .... ..... ... 2
lege students would seem the about 250 participants and on
5
keteers from Beebe began to McQueen .. .. .. ...... .. ........ 5
acquired a wife, the former Dot points.
ideal life with nothing to do but any given night with occasional Tulloss, als0 a grad of Harding;
find the range right before the
Beat Heber Springs
go out and work with the boys exception, any one team could
BEEBE
half and left the court with a
a son Gerry, both a source of
and see that they enjoy them- beat any other team in its league.
Timmy Rhodes and Robert Kis- 27-27 tie.
Player
P oints Fouls
pride and harrassment when he
selves.
Noggle ........... .. ... .......... 20
5
Witness the Mustang's "upset" wanders completely at ease sire led the Wildcats to a 57-37
The third quarter saw both Howern .. ... .. .... .... .... .... . 12
win over Heber Springs to re1
of
the
Vols,
Friday
night.
around
the
ball
field;
and
a
masMuch Work Is Done
teams trade point for point with Combs ...... ... .. ............... 5
turn to the victory trail.
4
ter's
degree
from
North
Texas
the
Bisons
getting
one
the
betHowever, few realize the long And More Wor k to Be Mentioned State at Denton.
Sears ...... ......... ............. 2
3
The half time score showed the ter to lead by the narrow mar- Moore ...... ... ............ ...... . 16
hours spent in careful planning
It might be humiliating to the
3
and directing the program. Ce- average proud possessor of a
In 1953, when athletic director Wildcats' 23 to Heber Springs' gin of 43-42 goi,ng into the fi- Mitchell . .... ...... .... .. ... .. .. 9
4
nale.
Pandemonium
reigned
in
points.
14
cil must be present at every master's degree to put on work Pinky Berryhill's duties became
Smith .. .. ...... ......... .. ....... 9
2
Rhodes Field House as the min- Webb ...... .. ......... ........... 2
game to see that all goes well, clothes and go out and do man- burdensome, Beck was returned
0
Timmy Rhodes had 22 points
that rules are observed, and ual labor. Yet, a common sight to the campus to administer the and Robert Kissire 16 for the utes ticked away. It looked as if Byrd ............. ................. 2
0
equipment is cared for. He will in the spring and fall is Cecil intralnural program, which Ber- Academy. Keith Pilkington was victor y was almost within grasp,
but
the
suspense
carried
into
driving one of the College trac- ryhill personally had so careful- top man for the losers with 14
overtime with the score dead- ·t t or s smoothing the ball diamond, ly nurtured for 20 years.
pdints.
locked 59-59.
or raking it down, or out with
Many Additions Too
the lime bucket putting lines on
The victory hungry Wildcats
All But Four Foul Out
the diamond or football field.
Since then, tackle football has got to the finals in the White
By
this time Harding was on
Beck
takes
great
pride
in
the
I
I
been added and the number of County Basketball Tournament
condition and appearance of the participants has increased great- only to lose out to McRae, 66-53. the verge of losing their six talest men which they did during
fields and takes with a grin the ly through the zealous work of
In the first game of the tourn- +.he first overtime. Massey, Mcnumerous
mischievous
queries
on
Beck.
I
I
ament the Academy beat West Queen, Wood and Casey fouled
"Martin Luther," a religWashing
• how his garden is doing.
out.
Cecil's household in Armstrong Point by a score of 43-33.
Lubrication
ious
film, will be shown for
He's a Friend, Too
Hall, where he acts as dormitory
As time ran out in the first
Lose In Finals
Steam Cleaning
the
second
time in the small
Beck also acts as father con- manager in addition to his other
overtime and the game in the
Timmy
Rhodes
was
high
point
fessor
and
buddy
t
o
a
large
porduties,
includes
not
only
Gerry
bag
when
Jinl
Cit
ty
was
fouled
auditorium
at 8 o'clock on
SPRING & PLEASURE
tion of the student body. Some- who is now four, but also two- man for the Wildcats with 12 with time out on the clock. Fatr Tuesday, February 1 8.
Phone 911
how, his slow easy movement and year-old Deborah and a very and Jimmy Hamilton had 11 for seemed to be looking in thr
soft drawl offers reassurance to small Mexican Hairless dog, which West Point.
other direction as both of hi!"
Well Received Last Year
is the origin of many wise cracks
In the semi-finals the not-to- attempts fell away to the disapLast spring "Martin Luther"
from friends.
be-stopped Wildcats came out on pointment of breathless specta- was well received as was demontors.
. .• brands
For his ability, genial temper- top of Kensett by a 48-37 margin.
Citty and Gerald Casey com- strated when the auditorium w as
The Best Haircuts in
ament,
outstanding Christian They were behind two points at
that look new
mitted
their fifth fouls early in filled to capacity. According t o
character, leadership, and hard half-time as the score was 21-19
the
second
overtime leaving the Mr. Jim Atkinson, Dean of Stuwork, this department sincerely but came back in championship
Town Came From
longer . . .
Bisons
with
only five men. Pete dents, it was "masterfully acted"
form.
doffs its derby.
Stone fouled out midway to leave by an all-European cast.
Dependable Timmy Rhodes led only four players on the court
This film is being shown at
the scoring again for the Wild- for the determined Herd. From the request of the Bible departcats
with
19
and
teammate
Bill
You're Welcome
then on it was a total runaway ment.
Smith had 12 points. Jackie An- for the Beebe squad.
to
The Luther an Church produced
ders had 16 for the defeated Kenthe 108-minute showing in 1953.
Massey High Point
sett five.
It was immediately banned by
West of Court House
Fred Massey and Keller NogIn the finals of the tournament
the Catholic Church all over the
gle
tied
for
high
point
honors
the Wildcats were held in check
world.
by a superior McRae team as with twenty apiece for their re•:•lllllllllllllDllllllllllllDllllllllllllDllllllUllllDllllllllllllCllllllllllllDlllUlllllllDlllllllllUIDllllllllllllCIU ILUllUIDllllllllll•!•
Luther Was Reformed Catholic
spective
squads.
Keith
Boler
they lost by a 66-53 margin.
Martin Luther was an Auguscounted 19 for the Harding quinMelton Walls Cooper
tinian friar from 1505 until he
Again Timmy Rhodes was top tet to finish third.
was excommunicated from the
man with 22 and teammate Bob
West Side of
Harding now has only three
Catholic Church by Pope Leo X
Holmquist
contributed
14
points.
~
~
games left on its schedule, the
Court House
= We are fully equipped to service all makes and =McRae's top scorer was Hub Mc- next one being with Freed- in 1521. During this time he
~ models· of radio and TV sets. We specialize in ~
had come to the realization that
Even with 15 points.
Hardeman Friday night. Their the church did not conform with
a hi-fi equipment. We are happy t o advise you in §
record now stands at 3 wins and many of the things h e found in
~ any way.
~
14 setbacks.
5
E
the Bible. From this he develEveryone who witnessed the oped his ninety-five theses which
~
REASONABLE PRICES ON FULLY GUARANTEED WORK. ~ J
For The Best in Auto Repair
contest though, could certainly
~
A Harding Alumnus
~
I see the spirit manifested by the were posted on a church door at
Tow Service
Tune-up
t' representatives of Harding Col- Wittenberg.
~ 1527 E. Race
Phone 398 ~ j
He went even furt her by challege on the basketball court.
(Across from Searcy Truck & Tractor Co.)
~
They were just as determined to lenging any theologian to a pub(:1111111111n111111111111c111111111111cn1111111111a111111111111n111111111111n111111111111a111111111111n111111111111n111111111111n111111111111c~ I
lic debate. Two years later this
1
~211111111 1111Dllllllllllll UllllllllllllUllllllllllllDllllllllllllC111111111111DllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllD llllllllllHDllllllll11g
1·JllllllllllUClllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllll 111Ci debate took place and he publicthe
Catholic
ly denounced
Church. After his excommunica~
il
We now have a full t ime Service Shop:
J
(A Harding Alumnus )
t he pla c e where tion, he spent th e r emainder of
s
~
his lite plea ding with people to
=
a
Day Phone 420
Night Phone 854-W
you can build yopr
read the Bible for themselves. He
I
Well trained Mechanic on duty for:
~
died in 1546.
11
By DON RUSK
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Wildcats, Steers
Hold First Place Harding Bisons Lose To Beebe
In Major League After Playing two Overtimes
FEBRUARY 18, 1958
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Barber Shop
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Heuer·s Shoe
Store

Nichols Radio & TV Service

Deluxe
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See us now-· Save time later
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Wheel Balancing
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Park Avenue Grocery
"We Appreciate Your Business"
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800 E. Park Ave.
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{:( Pressing

HARDING COLLEGE LAUNDRY .
•

May We Serve You

Greg Rhodes, Mgr•

Through the New Year.

"The Best In The Business"

1:r Cleaning
{:(Wet Wash
{:( Laundry Finish
{:( Fluff Dry
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Academy Clenches Championship
Faculty Remains Undef~at~ In Intramural Minor League_Play

s

THE HARDING BISON,

s..u.y, :Ark.

FEBRUARY •••
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In Maior League Competion
The fighting Tigers came within a point of stopJiing
the six game winning streak of the Faculty in one of the
better games of the year, Tuesday night of last week. The
final score was 49-48.
The Tigers, playing heads up ball, led the Faculty
29-23 at halftime and from
then it was a see-saw ball
game till the end.
With the score 44-41 Faculty,
Dan Shewmake, ·high point man
for the Tigers with 14 points,
was fouled with only a few minBy Leon Sizemore
utes left and hit two free shots
The following is a brief runto pull within a point. Ted Lloyd,
high point man for the Faculty down of last week's results in
with 19 points, followed quickly the intramural basketball race.
with · 2 points. Kenny Perrin was The season is past the halfway
fouled and he hit two from the mark at this date. Six games
free throw line to pull the Fac- were played, with four on Tuesday night and two on Friday
ulty 5 points ahead again.
Robert Kissire, recently ac- night. Rather than go into dequired from the Academy, came
back with 2 quick buckets to tail on each game, only a sumagain pull within one point. mary of the score and the high
Marsh Goodson was fouled and point man is being mentioned.
Rebels Defeat Mustangs
sank a free throw for a two
Big Jack Rhodes contributed
point lead with seconds remaining. Calvin Downs was fouled 17 points as his Rebels defeated
and sank his toss for the final the Mustangs by a margin of 4633 and brought their season's
49-48 score.
record to 4 wins against 3 losses.
Paul Huff contributed greatly
John Richert scored 12 for the
to the Tigers with superior reWinners, while Rodger Williams
bounding and had 6 points.
was high for the Mustangs with
Robert Kissire had 12 and 15.
Wally Colson 9 for the losers.
The Wildcats came out on the
Kenny Perrin sank 16 for the short end of a 42-33 score as
winners.
they fell before the rampaging
Aggies. However they are still in
Longhorns Defeat Rebels
first place in the Southeastern
The Southwestern Conference league with 3 wins and 2 losses
leading Longhorns came out on for a .600 percentage. Jim Brown
top again by defeating the Reb- led the Aggie cause with 16
points to top Dale Porterfield's
els by a 48-34 score.
The Longhorns lead all the 12 for the down-trodden losers.
way as Jimmy Adkins hit 14 for
Longhorns Keep First
their high point man and John
Richert was high point man for
The Longhorns kept their first
the Rebels with 10.
place positfon secure in the
Jerry Mitchell and John Ha- Southwestern league by nosing
zelip each contributed 9 points to out the Razorbacks 53-40. They
the winning cause.
now have won 7 and lost none
The Southeastern League lead- during the campaign. Dale Flaxing Wildcats continued on the bep.rd was the man of the hour
victory trail as they defeated the in this victory, but he was on
the wrong side.
He had 20
Owls 50-41.
points for the losers while Jim
The Wildcats had a good night
Adkins picked up 17 for the vie-.
at the free throw line as they
tory.
got 19 points.
The Owls, unable to stop the
Larry Peebles was· high point determined Faculty, lost a heartman for the winning Wildcats breaker 57-50, as the "Ole Men"
with 23 points 19 of which he got remained undefeated for the
from the foul line. Ruel Evans year. Mighty Cliff Ganus and
hit 18 for the losing Owls.
Towering Ted Lloyd led the FaeBobby Carr, of the winners, ulty cause with 21 and 16 points
added 17 points.
respectively, while Huel Evans
tossed in 20 points for the losers.
Bulldogs Stop Mustangs
Bulldogs Stop Grads
The Buldogs had little trouble
In the ~ulldog-Grad fracus, the
riding the Mustangs to a 64-45
defeat. The Bulldogs forged to Canines proved too strong for
an early lead and held to the their elders and defeated them
67-54. Standout Freshman Wenfinal whistle.
Bulldog Wen dell House hit 26 dell House counted 20 markers
points, followed by teammate while his teammate Joe Hunnicut garnered 17 points for the
Gerald Ebker with 20. Vernon
victorious Bulldogs. Owen 01Massey of the Mustangs, who
bricht hit the bucket for a -games
hit 21, was high point man for
high of 27.
the losers.
A bucking Mustang trampled
The hard playing Graduates over the spirited Vols in a double
just couldn't . keep' up with the overtime game to drop the "men
Aggies as they were downed from the mountains" into sec64-44.
ond place, by the count of 63-58.
The Grads 1 o s t Winfred
Dependable Vernon M a s s e Y
Wright, one of their top scorers, ·meshed 28 points for the Ponies
and left the scoring to Owen 01- to be high point man ahead of
bricht who led them with 17. Allen Armstrong, Ken VanderRayburn Knight and Ben Camp pool, and Ralph Odom of the
tied for top honors for the Ag- Vols with 21, 14, and 13 respecgies with 14 points.
tively.

Majors Approach
End of Season

By Don Heln)s
In Minor · League action this
week, the Academy came from
behind in the second half to
trounce the Sputniks, 55-33, virtually clenching the Minor
League basketball championship.
After a hectic first quarter in
which the Sputniks triumphed
19-18, both teams switched to a
tight defense which worked perfectly, but meanwhile the offense fell flat, neither team scoring a point in the second quarter.
In the last half the Academy
fixed their sights on the basket
and tore the Sputnik's defense to
pieces, scoring 37 points while
the Sputniks connected with only
14.
Jere Yates and Bill Hall tied
for first place honors by scoring
16 points each. High man for
the Sputniks was Jim Williams
who also sank 16. ·
Blackbirds Get Second
.
· The Blackbirds ripped second
Place from . the grasp of the
Wrens in a breath-taking overtime period, 24-23.
The Wrens were leading at half
time 13-9, but the fighting Blackbirds came back in the third
quarter, scoring 7 points .to the
Wren's 2, and forged to the lead
for the first time in the game.
As the fourth quarter drew
to a close, excitement reached
its peak because both teams were
fighting for the 1 point that
could mean victory. But as the
final whistle blew, the score was
tied up at 22 all.
In overtime play, Eldridge
McFadden sank a jump shot to
put the Blackbirds back in front
24-22. Then the Wrens collected
a foul shot to narrow the margin to 1 point. With only a few
seconds' remaining the Blackbirds gain~d control of the ball
and froze it until the final
·whistle.
•
High point man was Richard
Carter of the Wrens ·w ith 13, followed by the Blackbirds Harold
Tandy with 9.
Faculty Makes Comeback
In other games the Faculty rebounded after losing to the Sputniks to edge the Crows, 32'-28.
The hard working Faculty led
all the way, building a four point
lead at half time and keeping it
until the final whistle.
The big man of the game was
Charlie Bryant of the Crows with
11 points. Scoring honors for the
Faculty were widely distributed
with no one collecting more than
6 points.
Cardinals Beat Robins
The Cardinals walked over the
Robini;; with a 41-26 win, tying
the Sputniks for fifth place.
The Robins, who have yet to
reach the victory column, offer-
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CONGRATULATIONS STUDENTS

Your Opportunity to

~~tend

I

Bjtars Too Much For Bisons;
Monroe lngrams Sparks Them

Arkansas State Teachers College handed Harding
their 13th setback 1ast Saturday night by the tune of
ed stiff resijtance during the 80-61. The Bears took little time in making it known
first half, letting the Cardinals that they meant business by jumping to an early lead and
get only a 2 point lead.
maintaining it throughout the remainder of the contest.
The last half told a different
story as the fast breaking Cardilngrams Leads Scoring
HARDING
nals scored 29 points to the RobHarding came to life midway
in's 16.
Player
Points Fouls
Ralph Madden was high for the of the third quarter momentar4
Car dinals with 15 points follow- ily, but then faded in the obli- Missey ... ..... ................ 15
3
ed by team mate. Bennie Porter, vion of a twenty point deficit be- Citty ......................... .. . 11
fore ~he onslaught of the Bear Boler ............................ 15
2
who bucketed 10.
attack. Towering Monroe In- Stone .. .. ... ... ... .. ........... 4
O
Orioles Win Again
2
In the final game of the week, grams led the scoring for the Smith .. ................ .. ...... 2
o
the Orioles coasted past the Grizzles with 24. Incidently he Camp ...... ............. .. ..... 2
leads the AIC in scoring for the Wood .... ..... ................. 0
5
Swallows 38-30.
2
The Orioles' Jerry Jones, who season well out in front of his Norwood .................... 0
1
missed the first five games be- nearest p.ursuer and his 6' 6" Casey ...... .... ........ .. .... .. 8
4
4
cause of an injury, came through frame helps no little. John Rob- McQueen .. ................
again with 27 points to give 'the inson !ended ample help chippASTC
Or~oles their second straight vic- ing in 23 points. "
tory after losing their first 5.
Player
Points Fouls
Boler and Massey Get 15
The top man for the loosing
Grummer .................... 0
2
Keith Boler and Fred Massey Robinson .. .......... ..... ... 23
Swallows was little Mavis Bald2
win, who connected with 4 field shared scoring honors for Hard- Ingrams . ... .. .. . .. ... .... .... 24
3
goals and 2 charity tosses for ing, picking up 15 apiece for the Eagle .. .... ... ................ .. . 6
2
10 points.
1
nights efforts. · Actually it was Young ·-: .. .. .................... _ 4
Swink .......................... 11
0
the same story with the Herd
Maior League Top Ten being outmanned in height and Bradley ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ... .. 9 · 2
Crowder ................... ... 0
2
G TP AVE
1
Evans, Owls ............ 8 175 21.9 having to hit a high percentage Cooper ...... .... .............. 0
1
Armstrong, Vols .... 8 159 19.9 of their shots to stay in the Newton ...... .................. 1
game.
Harris ... .. ..................... 2
1
Flaxbeard, Rzbks .... 8 152 19
House, Bulldogs .... 7 127 18.1
In their last clash with the
Olbricht, Grads .... 7 125 17.8 Bears Harding was succumbed
Peebles, Wildcats .. 6 104 17.3
Patronize
Massey, Mustangs .'. 8 111 13.9 in Conway.

,.

13.9 ~·2111111111111am1111111ua1111111111uc111111111111a11111111111nt Your
12.7
~
12.6 a
g We appreciate your ~
patronage!
~
Minor League Top Ten §
G TP AVE
Arnold, Blackbirds 7 120 17.1
Williams, Sputniks 7
92 13.1
Yates, Academy .. 5
60 12
Madden, Cardinals 7
83 11.9
Carter, Wrens .. .... 6
67 ll.2
~
§
Q
Figgins, Crows ... ... 7
77 11
Brown, ·wrens ..... : 7
69
9.9 :_a_ Main and Park Ave. -=~ ,
Helms, Blackbirds .. 7
64
9.1
Phone 923
§
~ "
Hall, Academy ........ 5
45
9

Perrin, Faculty ... . 8
Ebker, Bulldogs .... 7
Adkins, Longhorns 8

111
89
101
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Maior League Standings
W
7
3
3
2
2

L SW Conf. SE Conf. W L
0 Longhorns
Wildcats 3 2
3· Aggies
Vols 4 3
4 Mustangs
Rebels 4 3
4 Owls
Tigers 2 3
4 Razorbacks Bulldogs 1 5
The Faculty and Grads, who's
games don't count in league
standings are 8-0 and 2-5 respectively.

Minor League Standings
Academy ............... .. ...... . 6
0
Blackbirds ..... .. ... .. .. ..... . 5
1
Wrens .... ......... ............... 4
2
Sputniks ... .... .. . .. ............ 3
3
Cardinals ... ... ... . .. .. . .. .. .. . 3
3
Swallows ........................ 3
4
Crows ............... ... ..... .. .. . 2
4
Orioles ........ ...... .... .. ......... 2
5
Robbins ...................... .. 0
6
The Faculty, who's games
don't count in league standings,
are 5-2.

BERRYHILL'S
Sporting Goods

POULTRY HOUSES
When you're ready to build
or repair laying and brooder
houses, you'll save time and
money by buying here. We
have everything you needfrom complete working plans
to the last nail in the roof. At
the right prices, too!

. ,.,,I

Ask to see...
••• I or the best buy

in CLUB JACKETS,

It's siding, insulation and granule exterior finish-all in one
easy-to-apply material.

see us first.

CEI.OTEX
·~O., V,S.

lll'AT, _ ,.

WOOD-FREEMAN
LUMBER CO.
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SAL E
All Top Coats
Suits
Sport Coats
All Winter
Merchandise

~
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Harding College

I
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i
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E

Some Items Reduced
as Much as

1/3
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~
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Serve
You

SECU.RITY BANK
"A Friendly Institution"
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1 Group of SHOES
.regular price
as high as $I 1.95

NOW

$6.88
Curtis Walker's Men's Store

